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01. Token
Overview

BBNT was the answer to a simpleBBNT was the answer to a simple
question...question...

What would happen if the Big brother community all over the
world are united in one community just like the world cup,
and the community are able to have an equal experience in
the house virtually and power of earning and voting for their
favourites from any corner of the world!!!  that's right!! While
the term DeFi literally includes the word decentralized in its
definition. While none of us could have imagined it at this
time. This is the beginning of a revolution!! 



The Big Brother show is built on theThe Big Brother show is built on the
foundation of “reality”. Unity in diversity isfoundation of “reality”. Unity in diversity is
the major motivation of the show.the major motivation of the show.
BBNT Project is built on the foundation of a growing 

community. Community involvement is the untamed 
 wilderness of our future. As we move further away from rigid social
structures and traditional mindsets, we become free to discover
new ways to solve problems and relate to one another. We are in a
world governed by the commodification of time, community-based
projects are more than just a change of pace. A community is held
together by hundreds, if not thousands, of interconnected
moments. By studying those drawn to the show, we realised that
true power doesn't come from a single perspective, it comes from
working together in harmony.
With that thought bright in our minds, we began developing the Big
Brother Nations token Ecosystem in earnest.
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02.
Why
Decentralisation?

We are at a crossroads in terms of innovation.We are at a crossroads in terms of innovation.

WallStreetBets experimented with what it would be like to give
consumers and inexperienced investors equal influence. It was

motivating, but only for a short time. 

Centralization has been a requirement for all of our formal
entities until now. Political, educational, and financial systems
are, and have always been, designed in such a way that power
is not distributed evenly and ethically among those who
operate within them. This type of internal design may have
been necessary at times in history, but in an age where the
entire world's knowledge is available at the touch of a button,
it's time to reconsider. When the stock values of GameStop and
AMC exploded virtually overnight in 2021, it showed how little
power the average person has in the face of these broad,
generational organisations. 



Why
Decentralisation?

 the Binance Smart Chain appears to use centralised
authority to give "benefits," it's clear to see.

Cryptocurrencies that did not take their
independence into their own hands struggle to stay

afloat in an ever-changing economic landscape.
When the game's rules shift in their favour, they

have little choice but to obey, regardless of the
consequences. 

The movement was stifled by the bureaucracy of our centralised
society just as it appeared to be on the verge of success. But not

before the idea of a new people's power gained traction. Ryosh was
already putting his 100% community-based, cryptocurrency

experiment into motion months before any of these events made
international news. 

Cryptocurrency was created with the intention of upsetting the
status quo and reinventing how wealth is gained, and it is by its very

nature in opposition to established methods. Despite this, most, if
not all, cryptocurrencies operate under a set of enforced

regulations. When we analyse situations like the SEC's victory over
the Kin Ecosystem (a centralised authority), or how
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Our
Background

03.

Whether you're a new recruit or an old hand, you must
support our foundational principles: 
1. We began at the beginning, with zero. Our project's
spirit is to make something out of nothing. Making our
community the most popular in the world. 
2. We are new group of programmers, designers,
moderators, marketers. You found out where your
support could be best employed when you joined us
from anywhere in the world, and you set to work.
3. We love BigbrotherNations!!.
We are proud of our community and would look
forward to a community of our 1st One million Holders 

Unity in diversity!!Unity in diversity!!

We took a unique approach to the
formation of our community. 

"We believe that by harnessing the
potential of collective decentralisation,

we can construct something far more
powerful than a centralised team

could. Without the folks who give it
meaning, a community-run token is

meaningless." 
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Why comparing different networks, you mayWhy comparing different networks, you may
wonder why we stood with the BSC Network..wonder why we stood with the BSC Network..  

InteroperabilityInteroperability

04. Why Binance
Smart-Chain?

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain protocol
developed by Binance that works alongside Binance
Chain. Binance Smart Chain, on the other hand, powers
smart contract capabilities and is compatible with the
Ethereum Virtual Machine, unlike Binance Chain (EVM).

The Binance Smart Chain is constructed on a dual-chain
architecture, allowing users to transfer assets between
blockchains with ease. Binance Smart Chain's
interoperability allows users to tap into a huge
ecosystem with a wide range of applications.
Interoperability is one of the primary aspects that DeFi
proponents value, and Binance Smart Chain is at the
forefront of achieving it.



Cheap TransactionsCheap Transactions

Transaction SpeedTransaction Speed

Why Binance
Smart-Chain?

The cost that users pay when they make a transaction
on a blockchain is referred to as transaction fees, or
blockchain fees. Miners or validators receive this charge
to verify that the blockchain only stores and processes
valid transactions. 
The majority of DeFi apps entail a large number of
transactions, each of which incurs a cost. As a result,
blockchain fees are a significant consideration when
selecting a blockchain protocol.

Before a transaction can be completed, it must receive a
number of confirmations on the blockchain. The purpose
of confirmations is to prevent double-spending. The
greater the confirmation time, the longer it will take to
complete a transaction. Scalability issues have hampered
Ethereum, resulting in congestion and lengthier
transaction completion times.

ConclusionConclusion  
""Binance Smart Chain offers faster and less expensive transactions than mostBinance Smart Chain offers faster and less expensive transactions than most
blockchains, and developers may easily migrate from Ethereum to Binance Smart Chain.blockchains, and developers may easily migrate from Ethereum to Binance Smart Chain.  
Furthermore, Binance is aggressively supporting the creation of new DeFi apps on BSC byFurthermore, Binance is aggressively supporting the creation of new DeFi apps on BSC by
launching a $100 million developer fund to fund promising initiatives."launching a $100 million developer fund to fund promising initiatives."
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05. Vision of
BBNToken

 develop a long-term reward system for the Big
Brother Nations community, as well as a valuable
crypto currency that can be used to vote on any big
brother  show in the world and also sold on the
cryptocurrency market and used to promote the show
to the blockchain community. The platform's strength
will be reinforced by our unique tokenomics, excellent
design, technological implementation, and the
widespread expansion from our exhibition, which will
bring residual advantages to the Ecosystem. 
Making a switch on a shoestring budget is a unique
task, but by tackling a variety of genres and product 

We are dedicated to building the best
Decentralized Ecosystem (DECO) on the
planet.
BBNToken's mission is to create a secure
environment for trading your valuable crypto
while being decentralised. We are devoted to our
investors, which allows us to expand at a rapid
pace. We will continue to scale this Ecosystem in
order to attract more and more interested
partners to the BBNToken platform. We intend
to



Vision of
BBNToken

we will be able to assemble a dedicated
development team from the community. We are
confident that by working together and leveraging
the power of the Big Brother community, we will be
able to advance the Swap and Ecosystem as a whole,
allowing us to achieve new and amazing heights. 
The most exciting part is still to come!
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UtilityUtility
The BBNT community token is aThe BBNT community token is a
voting token with the aim to bevoting token with the aim to be
used as a universal form of votingused as a universal form of voting
on all big brother shows worldwideon all big brother shows worldwide

It may be used as a decision token for
community events when staked 
Can be used to purchase NFTs of your favourite
housemates. 
Can be traded on exchanges on a daily base for
profits. 

The BBNTokens may be staked by
the community holders before the
Big Brother auditions to get into
the selection stages. It finds a way
to give you a lifeline into the
auditions. 
It may be used as a voting
advantage to keep your favourite
housemate in the house.
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The BBNT contract applies a 10% Smart Fee
('reflection') on the "voting" wallets (wallet address
of each contestant during the show, where the
tokens would be sent to for counting daily) Regular
users would be untaxed. 50% of the tax from the
voting  wallet are owned to reflection (which are
token holders) for simply holding. No lock up
period. No farming. As long as you hold BBNT
tokens, your wallet balance will increase forever as
the show runs annually.

TokenomicsTokenomics
The BBNT coin was launched with a total supply ofThe BBNT coin was launched with a total supply of
100,000,000,000.100,000,000,000.

SECURE THE BAG FOREVER.
The other half (50%) is disbursed to the Liquidity
Pool and eliminating tokens in circulations through
buy backs 

Symbol:Symbol:
BBNTBBNT

Max Supply:Max Supply:
100,000,000,000100,000,000,000

  
BEP20BEP20 Tax Fees:Tax Fees:

10% on voting wallet10% on voting wallet
(VW)(VW)

  

The BBNT Fan Token is a community utility token,
intended to make a fan insight for the watchers and
devotees of the Big Brother series. It was enhanced
to make a type of remuneration for the holders of
the coin and furthermore for the citizens utilizing the
token. This assists inactive fans with making the
progress to turning into a more dynamic fanbase on
the web3.0
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https://bscscan.com/token/0x2Ec42f348742415D8FE5D846d928FBdcf90Ad30d
https://bscscan.com/token/0x2Ec42f348742415D8FE5D846d928FBdcf90Ad30d


10%, or 10 billion tokens, will be used for future 
 Community events, airdrops and promotions.
6% of the tokens are sold to investors during the
Private Sale and Main ICO/ Crowd Sale. 1% are sold
during the pre sales, Then 5% will be allocated for
Public Sale so that we can raise more funds to
increase our liquidity and for development. This
amounts to about 6 billion tokens.

Token DistributionToken Distribution
We are aware of the huge risk of the whaleWe are aware of the huge risk of the whale
dumping and dropping the price of the token in andumping and dropping the price of the token in an
instant. So we won’t be supplying a high numberinstant. So we won’t be supplying a high number
of tokens in the market unless the genuineof tokens in the market unless the genuine
demand pressure arises. We care about ourdemand pressure arises. We care about our
community, holders, and investors’ fund. Wecommunity, holders, and investors’ fund. We
would increase liquidity when neededwould increase liquidity when needed

35% of the tokens will be added for liquidity on
Pancakeswap. This amounts to about 35 billion BBNT
tokens which would be used to keep the votes active
and running forever.
14 % of the tokens are reserved for the team. This
amounts to about 14 billion BBNT tokens. 10% of the
tokens will only be distributed to the team 30 days 
 after launch. And a vesting period cycle of 30days at a
rate of 3%
15%, or 15 billion tokens, are distributed for
Marketing. This will be Social Media, Digital Marketing,
Influencer Marketing, Endorsements, Content
Marketing, and Video Marketing. This will help us grow
our community and maximise profits for our investors
and holders.
20%, or 20 billion tokens, would be used for
partnership deal with the organisers of the show
around the world. 

Public Sale Participants would be given 20% of their lots and a vest period cycle of 30days and 10% token release within cycles 
Private sale participants will receive 20% of their lots and a vesting period cycle of 30days and 5% token release within cycles Note:Note:



50% 50%

  Tax on VW (10%)Tax on VW (10%)

LiquidityLiquidity
Pool / BuyPool / Buy

BacksBacks

CommunityCommunity

Token FeesToken Fees
All crypto votes must be placed withAll crypto votes must be placed with
only BBNTokens.only BBNTokens.

5% -  LP acquisition and buy back
5% - Reflection (Community)

We have built a token that rewards
holders and an active community.
During the show, any coin received in
the voting wallet has an automatic 10%
transaction tax when being added back
to liquidity.
BBNT coin creates 2 simple functions
with this transaction taxes
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Our roadmap includes some of our major plans.Our roadmap includes some of our major plans.
For detailed information about the future ofFor detailed information about the future of

BBNToken, we would recommend reading ourBBNToken, we would recommend reading our
whitepaper and following us on our socialswhitepaper and following us on our socials

  

06. Future of
BBNToken

Future DevelopmentFuture Development  

Develop Smart Contract and Verify

STAGE ONE
•Launch of Socials (Telegram, Twitter,

Facebook and Instagram)
•Whitepaper & Website Publish

•Private Sale of Token 

 
 

STAGE TWO
 

•Security Audit and KYC
•Initial Marketing Campaign  and
airdrops (Instagram, TikTok and

Twitter Influencers) 
•Endorsement deals

•Public Sale
 
 
 List on CoinMarketCap and

Coingecko

STAGE THREE
• List On Pancakeswap,

Poocoin and DEX 

• More influencer Marketing
- Audit (Certik) 

 

STAGE FOUR 
•Partnership deal with

the show organisers
around the world to

incorporate BBNToken
on the show

•More Updates 
 
 
 



Disclaimer of liabilityDisclaimer of liability
This whitepaper is for information purposes onlyThis whitepaper is for information purposes only
and may be subject to change without prior notice.and may be subject to change without prior notice.

This whitepaper may contain references to third party
research, data and industry publications. No warranty
is given to the accuracy and completeness of this
thirdparty information. Neither the third-party
information, its inferences nor its assumptions have
been independently verified.
Prospective purchasers of Big Brother Nations Token
should evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated
with Big Brother Nations Token, the Public ICO, all
information set out in this whitepaper and any related
terms & conditions prior to any purchase of Big
Brother Nations Token.

Big Brother Nations Token does not make or
purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any
representation, warranty or undertaking in any
form whatsoever to any entity or person,
including any representation, warranty or
undertaking in relation to the accuracy and
completeness of any of the information set out in
this whitepaper.

Big Brother Nations Token accepts no liability for
damages, whether consequential or indirectly, of
any kind arising from the use of our products
without due guidelines.
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We canʼt do everything at once, If you want to help us inWe canʼt do everything at once, If you want to help us in
our mission, join the Big Brother Nations community!our mission, join the Big Brother Nations community!

bbntokenbbntoken bbntokenbbntokenbbntokenbbntoken

https://discord.gg/7yT8jmk5Ja
https://twitter.com/bbntoken
http://www.bbntoken.com/
https://instagram.com/bbntoken
https://facebook.com/bbntoken
https://medium.com/@bbntoken

